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I. The sectoral needs in the region and ADB’s strategy.

Overview of transport issues in Asia and Pacific 

• Population increase
• Mobility need increase
• Increasing Megacities
• High motorization

Asia’s motorized transport emissions have become a significant 
contributor to the global problem of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 

In 2009, transport was responsible for 23% of global GHG emissions 
compared with 41% for energy. 

In 2006, Asia accounted for 19% of total worldwide transport–sector 
related CO2 emissions. By 2030, the share of Asia will increase to 31%.

by 2035 transport is expected to become the single largest GHG emitter 
accounting for 46% of global emissions, and by 2050 it is set to reach 
80%. 

Traffic Congestion
Air Pollution aggravate
GHG emission increase
Road Safety degraded



STI-OP (Sustainable Transport Initiative Operation Plan, 2010)

Provides details of how ADB will update its operations in the transport sector in line with 

Strategy 2020.

Strategy 2020 (2008) 

- inclusive economic growth,
- environmentally sustainable growth,
- regional integration

STI-OP (2010)

creating transport systems that are 

- accessible,

- safe,

- affordable, and

- environment-friendly

STI lending directions

Mainstream sustainability in roads

Scale up 4 areas

• Urban transport
• Addressing climate change
• Cross-border transport & logistics
• Road safety & social sustainability
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STI-OP (2010): Climate Change and Energy Efficiency

transport investments are vulnerable to the effects of climate change

Avoid means reducing the need to travel, for example by integrating land use and transport planning
to create local clusters of economic activity that require less mobility; by changing how production is
organized (e.g., doing more online); and by developing multimodal logistics chains to cut
unnecessary trips.

Shift means changing to more energy efficient modes or routes, such as shifting from road to rail or
waterways, or onto well-defined trucking routes, or shifting passengers from private vehicles to
public transport and nonmotorized modes.

Improve means using technologies that are more energy efficient, including through improving
vehicle standards, inspection, and enforcement; developing improved vehicle technologies and
fuels; and improving transport efficiency using information technology.
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Subsector lending Vs STI-OP directional targets, 2010–16: generally good 
overall progress but more to do

STI –OP  MTR (2017) : Progress Vs Targets
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Annual lending, 2010–16: overall lending steady except in 2015, roads steady, urban 
transport & railways fluctuating
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2017-19 firm pipeline

Lending 
share (%)

Actual
2010-16

Pipeline 
2017-19

2020 
Target

Roads 67 57 42

Urban
transport

15 18 30

Railway 9 16 25

Other 9 9 3
0
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50% higher

Lending volume: 2019 pipeline >50% 
above 2012-14 average Lending composition: further growth in 

STI-OP priority subsectors

• Climate finance.      For mitigation target of $1B in 2020, the pipeline has $1.7–1.8B each year.

Expect $200-400M annually for climate adaptation.

Source: SPD database, 9 Aug 16
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MTR recommendations

Note: Targets for 2025 to be taken into account when formulating next operational plan to align transport with 
Strategy 2030 

1. STI-OP remains valid but needs some adjustment of resources in order to meet targets
2. Revise the STI-OP lending targets: they should be ambitious but achievable
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MTR recommendations

Address critical internal resource limitations

◈ Pool of experts – recruit fixed-term ST experts based in SDSC to be shared across OD
project teams

◈ Limitations in number/mix of staff – TSG, BPMSD to examine effect on loan
processing, identify solutions

◈ TA levels – TSG and SPD to examine need to provide additional TA for projects in
complex ST subsectors

◈ FPF support for ST – expand use of energy and urban FPFs for supporting ST, and
establish FPF for ST covering such fields as low carbon transport, railways, green
logistics, advanced transport technology etc

◈ Knowledge partnerships – review existing KPs, establish new ones if needed
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Build up ST operations in DMCs

◈ Track and report OD progress on ST – lending composition and level, climate financing,
cofinancing

◈ Sector dialogue on ST – RDs to conduct annual ST dialogue with DMCs, and TSG to
consolidate bankwide

◈ Build more ST into project scope – improve the feedback mechanism at pre-concept stage

◈ ST project support to ODs – for project preparation, implementation and capacity
development

◈ Sustainability in road operations – mainstream road safety and road asset management

◈ Scale up – increase size of projects ADB prepares

◈ Major new financiers of transport – engage in high-level dialogue on ST project development

MTR recommendations
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2017 work plan :SDCC-TRA

1. Strategic operational support

◈ Implement MTR recommendations

◈ Upstream sector dialogue - in 3+ DMCs,

◈ Project support – including project development support for 5+ projects, ICT/ITS support
for 2+ projects, Innovation TA support for 5+ urban transport and 5+ road safety projects

◈ Quality assurance – 30-40 peer reviews, support for project preconcept review (dept
meetings, division brainstormings)

◈ FPF for ST – donor dialogue to establish FPF

2. Knowledge mgt and sharing, including training

◈ Led by advisory teams supported by secretariat

3. HR mgt, talent mgt, staff sharing

◈ Work with BPMSD on solutions to staffing level/mix and attracting leading recruitment
candidates inc. females



2017 work plan – specific activities

Policy dialogue support: initial list from ODs

◈ PAK: Pakistan Railways strategic plan

◈ CAM: urban transport operations

◈ TIM: urban transport operations in Dili

◈ FIJ: urban transport operations in Suva

◈ PRC: Xinjiang cross-border logistics support

Strategic support for projects: initial list from ODs

◈ UZB: Railway Electrification

◈ PHI: Metro Manila BRT, including collaboration with USG on CDIA support

◈ PRC: Shandong Spring City Green Modern Trolley Bus Demonstration Project

◈ PRC: Guizhou Gui’an New District New Urbanization Smart Transport System
Development Project.

◈ CAREC: low carbon cities RETA



Strategic support for projects: initial list (continued)

◈ CAREC: Regional Railway Strategy - implementation

◈ CAREC: Reg. Road Safety Strategy - implementation

◈ Innovation TA: so far 13 candidate projects for urban transport support, 4 for road safety
support

◈ RETA on ST for trade competitiveness – prepare with RCI TG

◈ Future Cities RETA – collaboration with USG

◈ IND: railway energy efficiency project – collaboration with ESG on implementing Clean
Energy FPF support

ICT/ITS support: initial list from ODs 

◈ LAO: Vientiane BRT Project (pilot project of ADB’s advanced technology initiative)

◈ PHI: Davao Public Transport Modernization Project

◈ KAZ: National ITS Implementation Project

◈ BAN: Dhaka BRT – ICT support for ongoing project

2017 work plan – specific activities



II. MDB climate finance tracking approach (for transport)

Memorandum : Guidance Note on Counting Climate Finance at ADB, 13 Oct 2016

Climate finance totaling $81 billion was mobilized for 
projects funded by the world’s six largest multilateral 
development banks (MDBs) in 2015.

2015 JOINT REPORT
ON MULTILATERAL DEVELOPMENT BANKS’

CLIMATE FINANCE
AUGUST 2016





II. MDB climate finance tracking approach (for transport) 



Methodology
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II. MDB climate finance tracking approach (adaptation for transport)

0.5% and 8.7% of capital cost



II. MDB climate finance tracking approach (Mitigation for transport)

Table 1 - List of activities eligible for classification as climate mitigation finance



II. MDB climate finance tracking approach (Mitigation for transport)

Table 1 - List of activities eligible for classification as climate mitigation finance



III. ADB’s internal approach and resources

2016 TOTAL CLIMATE FINANCE (INVESTMENTS AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE) 
($ million)

Sector

Mitigation Adaptation Climate Finance

ADB funds
External 

funds
Subtotal ADB funds

External 
funds

Subtotal
ADB 

funds
External 
Funds

Total

Energy 2,121.30 446.90 2,568.19 49.27 9.19 58.46 2,170.57 456.08 2,626.65

Transport 397.80 2.00 399.80 368.10 18.49 386.59 765.90 20.49 786.39

Agriculture 32.39 36.56 68.94 338.91 18.93 357.84 371.29 55.49 426.78

Urban, Water 3.31 1.48 4.79 251.16 56.12 307.28 254.47 57.60 312.07

Others 100.26 107.75 208.01 73.03 3.23 76.26 173.29 110.98 284.26

TOTAL 2,655.05 594.68 3,249.73 1,080.47 105.96 1,186.42 3,735.51 700.64 4,436.15

2016 Approved Projects : Tracking (Investment and TA)

48373-007 Bihar New Ganga Bridge Project IND SARD SATC Sovereign 715.00 Project loan Loan 3396 ADB funds OCR 500.00 Transport Adaptation 200.00



III. ADB’s internal approach and resources

TRA CF Draft Estimation from Pipeline 2018-2020
TRA CF in draft 2018-2020 pipeline-1.xlsx

RDs Adaptation Mitigation Sub Total 

SERD 121.20 229.00 350.20 

SARD 282.50 1,636.00 1,918.50 

PARD 131.40 - 131.40 

EARD - 1,770.00 1,770.00 

CWRD 36.00 1,522.09 1,558.09 

Total 449.90 4,928.09 5,377.99 

Per Year 149.97 1,642.70 1,792.66 

Note : Tentative figure, more likely to be reduced due to project delay

TRA CF in draft 2018-2020 pipeline-1.xlsx
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Experience with Climate Risk and Vulnerability Assessment in Transport Projects



Conclusion



IV. Final Remarks :
CC Finance Tracking

• Mitigation is rather clear, but adaptation is less receptive

• CC tracking still not been fully practiced : matter of awareness

• Good practice is available and can be routinized

• Need transport sector dedicated training on adaptation

• Keep consciousness on adaptation and timing of tracking is important

• Sector division + Front Office + SDCC can work together

Meeting STI-OP Target

• STI-OP is more receptive than before

• SDCC-TRA provide support for project development, STI priority area support for
projects (processing + implementation)

• SDCC-TRA staff will be expanded to support RDs (Rail, Asset management

• RETA is in preparation for funding 26

Supplementary Appendix A- Climate Risk Assessment and Management ReportPAK M4.docx
Additional note - Sustainable transport for All - Juan.docx
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